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StyLight® - surface aesthetics 
 
The StyLight® composite offers significant surface properties. Outstanding surface quality 
inherent to a styrenic matrix makes it possible to extend the application scope of composite 
thermoplastic to visible aesthetic parts. 

The lower shrinkage during the consolidation step of our styrenic copolymer matrix based on a 
modified SAN reduces the surface roughness (“waviness”) significantly, offering a superior 
surface quality compared to most existing standard thermoplastic composites based on PP,  PC 
or PA (see Fig. 1). Although we do not claim to achieve a high-end “Class A” surface in one 
single compression/ injection shot at this point, the surface quality achieved with StyLight 
combined with the high polarity of its surface allows an easy surface decoration process such as 
coatings, painting or foil decoration. 

 
Fig. 1: Comparative surface waviness  

 

Beside the surface “flatness” advantage, the low shrinkage of our styrenic copolymer matrix is 
enhancing the dimensional stability of the finished parts and reduces the risk of warpage. 
Moreover styrenic copolymers water absorption is extremely low; as a matter of fact the part 
dimension remains stable after manufacturing making it suitable for applications in vehicle 
interior requiring a good fit and finish. In combination with its good chemical resistance 
(environmental stress crack resistance, “ESCR”), StyLight is a robust and versatile composite 
solution suitable for aesthetic semi structural high performance applications. 
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Since this newly developed styrenic-based composite neither contains semi-crystalline polymer 
domains nor requires any additional impact modification or plasticizers, the resulting sheets 
reinforced with Glass fiber fabrics appears translucent with a high gloss surface finish. This is 
adding an interesting feature to StyLight which could be used for backlighted decorated 
applications at a competitive price level versus PC, PMMA or a TPU based thermoplastic 
composite. 

The transparent nature of the StyLight matrix, reinforced by a textile, offers as well an 
interesting design solution to produce a “composite look” for decorative applications (see Fig. 2).  
Once coated with a single clear coat layer, the surface created offers a significant cost reduction 
and more design flexibility compared to conventional thermoset systems based on epoxy or 
polyurethane matrices, which need an expensive multilayer coating process to reach a similar 
surface quality. 

 
Fig. 2: StyLight Glass Fiber NCF direct from tool 
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